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（2）利用 UML 建立了系统功能模型及相关数据模型； 
（3）设计了具体的业务流程并对系统功能模块进行分解设计，按照数据库
设计原则，进行数据库结构规划； 




















Electronic data office has entered more and more enterprises and government 
agencies, the office of information technology systems in enterprises and internal 
weave set up efficient, smooth information interconnect system, and greatly promote 
the productivity of enterprises and institutions development. However, due to the need 
to rely on a fixed office space and fixed office equipment, information technology 
heyday began to highlight some of the new office model. The survey shows that the 
leadership in office document processing time is less than 25%, how these spatial and 
temporal information in order to break the shackles of restrictions, jump out the 
information construction instead of focusing on curing, to establish a set of anytime, 
anywhere information systems become readily used mobile Internet the pressing 
needs of the times. 
The Wuhua statistics mobile query management system is born out in this 
context. Design and Implementation of this system is based on WebWork, Spring and 
Hibernate using JAVA language, such as: object-oriented, security, concurrency 
mechanism, the system has the agility, safety features. At the same time, the relevant 
administrative departments, this system based more reasonable search and 
management of statistical data, to improve the efficiency of the sector, to maximize it. 
The main content of the paper is as follows: 
(1) A comprehensive exposition of statistical data management, combined with 
the status quo and lack of development of the statistical data management, delineation 
of the scope of the problem domain for their own research work; 
(2) The use of UML system functional model and data model; 
(3) The design of specific business processes and system function module to 
decompose design, in accordance with the principles of database design, database 
structure planning; 
(4) MVC-based technology development model to the development of the WEB 















managers and office equipment to form constitute a target man-machine information 
processing system. 
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